


Seeing  
Specialty Gases  
differently
Faced with endless choices, we know that when it comes 
to your analytical gases supplier, you want to be able to tick 
all the boxes. And we believe you should be able to. 
That’s why ALPHAGAZ™, Air Liquide’s premium brand 
of specialty gases for analytical applications, promises 
an offer that is as comprehensive as it is straightforward. 

As a worldwide leader with over 30 years experience 
in this field, we have made it our business to understand 
how our customers use gases. So while we offer 
undisputable accuracy and traceability, we do it with 
a complete yet simple range of the most commonly 
requested pure gases and mixtures. 
We are committed to guaranteeing short lead times 
to meet your most challenging demands so you 
never have to wait for us. Our customer service teams 
are easy-to-access and totally engaged, ready 
to support you from assessing the right product 
to using it in the lab. At the forefront of what we do, 
we are in the unique position of anticipating 
what you need now and in the future. 

When you choose ALPHAGAZ™, you can be sure 
you are getting the most reliable and precise products, 
plus accompanying services to suit your analytical needs 
in a clear, uncomplicated way, whatever your situation.

SMARTOP™ INCLUDED

ALPHAGAZ™ pure gases cylinders benefit from our exclusive  
SMARTOP™ valve: a residual pressure valve equipped with an  
on /off lever and a permanent pressure gauge.

Why ALPHAGAZ ™ ? 
The benefits are clear

Simpler choices
ALPHAGAZ™ is, hands down, the simplest way to buy high quality, reliable analytical 
gases. By providing you with a straightforward, less time-consuming way to choose 
analytical gases, we make sure you have more time to be more productive elsewhere.
Even our packaging is simplified: all our pure gases cylinders have our SMARTOP™  
as standard, the simplest, clever valve on the market.

Consistent, 
reliable service
We pride ourselves on our customer-centric service. We know that having the right 
product at the right time is key. That is why we are committed to guaranteeing a short  
and reliable lead time so you have your order when you expect it.
As an ALPHAGAZ™ customer, you have a dedicated network of specialty gases  
experts supporting you all along the way. We make sure you have a constant point  
of contact from quotation, to help you identify the best product for your specific 
application, to delivery.

Quality you 
can depend on
When it comes to analytical gases, precision makes the difference. ALPHAGAZ™ offers 
irrefutable accuracy and traceability, guaranteed by top certificates and accreditations 
(all Air Liquide laboratories are ISO-9001 compliant and many accredited according  
to ISO 17025 globally). To achieve this, we carefully trace impurities and control mixtures’ 
stability and quality initially and over time.
You can rely on the uniformity of our range worldwide. As part of our consistency promise, 
we ensure reliable repeatability and proven stability for our products in all your locations.
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